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ANEROID ADEINOR type of barometer [n -S] 

AILERON AEILNOR movable control surface on airplane wing [n -S] 

ALIENOR AEILNOR one that transfers property [n -S] 

ELATION AEILNOT feeling of great joy [n -S] 

TOENAIL AEILNOT to fasten with obliquely driven nails [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ERASION AEINORS erasure (act of erasing (to rub or scrape out)) [n -S] 

ATONIES AEINOST ATONY, muscular weakness [n] 

ANTIRED ADEINRT opposed to communism [adj] 

DETRAIN ADEINRT to get off railroad train [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TRAINED ADEINRT TRAIN, to instruct systematically [v] 

LATRINE AEILNRT type of toilet [n -S] 

RATLINE AEILNRT one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder [n -S] 

RELIANT AEILNRT showing reliance (confident or trustful dependence) [adj] 

RETINAL AEILNRT retinene (pigment in retina) [n -S] 

TRENAIL AEILNRT treenail (wooden peg used for fastening timbers) [n -S] 

ANESTRI AEINRST ANESTRUS, period of sexual dormancy [n] 

ANTSIER AEINRST ANTSY, fidgety (nervously restless) [adj] 

NASTIER AEINRST NASTY, offensive to senses [adj] 

RATINES AEINRST RATINE, heavy fabric woven loosely [n] 

RETAINS AEINRST RETAIN, to keep possession of [v] 

RETINAS AEINRST RETINA, membrane of eye [n] 

RETSINA AEINRST resin-flavored Greek wine [n -S] 

STAINER AEINRST one that stains (to discolor or dirty) [n -S] 

STEARIN AEINRST solid portion of fat [n -S] 

DARIOLE ADEILOR type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n -S] 

ANODISE ADEINOS to anodize (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RADIOES ADEIORS RADIO, to transmit by radio (apparatus for wireless communication) [v] 

ROADIES ADEIORS ROADIE, person who works for traveling entertainers [n] 

IODATES ADEIOST IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

TOADIES ADEIOST TOADY, to engage in servile flattering [v] 

ANISOLE AEILNOS chemical compound [n -S] 

ISOLATE AEILOST to set apart from others [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ATONERS AENORST ATONER, one that atones (to make amends or reparation) [n] 

SANTERO AENORST priest of santeria [n -S] 

SENATOR AENORST member of senate [n -S] 

TREASON AENORST violation of allegiance toward one's country [n -S] 

RETINOL EILNORT liquid hydrocarbon [n -S] 

NORITES EINORST NORITE, granular rock [n] 

OESTRIN EINORST estrin (estrone (estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus))) [n -S] 

ORIENTS EINORST ORIENT, to adjust in relation to something else [v] 

STONIER EINORST STONEY, stony (abounding in stones) [adj] / STONY [adj] 

ACONITE ACEINOT poisonous herb [n -S] 

EROTICA ACEIORT literature or art dealing with sexual love [n EROTICA, -S] 

DILATER ADEILRT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

REDTAIL ADEILRT type of hawk [n -S] 

TRAILED ADEILRT TRAIL, to drag along surface [v] 
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TRIALED ADEILRT TRIAL, to test something to assess its performance [v] 

RANDIES ADEINRS RANDY, rude person [n] 

SANDIER ADEINRS SANDY, containing or covered with sand [adj] 

SARDINE ADEINRS to pack tightly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

DESTAIN ADEINST to remove stain from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DETAINS ADEINST DETAIN, to hold in custody [v] 

INSTEAD ADEINST as substitute or equivalent [adv] 

NIDATES ADEINST NIDATE, to become implanted in uterus [v] 

SAINTED ADEINST SAINT, to declare to be saint (person of exceptional holiness) [v] 

SATINED ADEINST SATIN, to give glossy surface to [v] 

STAINED ADEINST STAIN, to discolor or dirty [v] 

ARIDEST ADEIRST ARID, extremely dry [adj] 

ASTRIDE ADEIRST with one leg on each side [adv] 

DIASTER ADEIRST stage in mitosis [n -S] 

DISRATE ADEIRST to lower in rating or rank [v -D, -TING, -S] 

STAIDER ADEIRST STAID, sober and sedate [adj] 

TARDIES ADEIRST TARDY, instance of being late [n] 

TIRADES ADEIRST TIRADE, long, vehement speech [n] 

ALINERS AEILNRS ALINER, aligner (one that aligns (to arrange in straight line)) [n] 

NAILERS AEILNRS NAILER, one that nails (to fasten with nail (slender piece of metal)) [n] 

RENAILS AEILNRS RENAIL, to nail again [v] 

ELASTIN AEILNST bodily protein [n -S] 

ENTAILS AEILNST ENTAIL, to restrict inheritance of to specified line of heirs [v] 

NAILSET AEILNST steel rod for driving nail into something [n -S] 

SALIENT AEILNST part of fortification projecting closest to enemy [n -S] 

SALTINE AEILNST salted cracker [n -S] 

SLAINTE AEILNST used to toast one's health [interj] 

TENAILS AEILNST TENAIL, tenaille (outer defense) [n] 

REALIST AEILRST one who is concerned with fact or reality [n -S] 

RETAILS AEILRST RETAIL, to sell in small quantities [v] 

SALTIER AEILRST SALTY, tasting of or containing salt [adj] / saltire (heraldic design) [n -S] 

SALTIRE AEILRST heraldic design [n -S] 

SLATIER AEILRST SLATEY, slaty (resembling slate) [adj] / SLATY [adj] 

TAILERS AEILRST TAILER, one that secretly follows another [n] 

DIATRON ADINORT circuitry design that uses diodes [n -S] 

AROINTS AINORST AROINT, to drive away [v] 

RATIONS AINORST RATION, to distribute in fixed portions [v] 

ISOLEAD ADEILOS line on ballistic graph [n -S] 

LADRONE ADELNOR thief (one that steals (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

TALONED ADELNOT TALON, claw of bird of prey [adj] 

DELATOR ADELORT one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

LEOTARD ADELORT close-fitting garment [n -S] 

DONATES ADENOST DONATE, to contribute [v] 

ROASTED ADEORST ROAST, to cook with dry heat [v] 

TORSADE ADEORST twisted cord [n -S] 

LOANERS AELNORS LOANER, one that loans (to lend (to give temporary use of)) [n] 
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RELOANS AELNORS RELOAN, to loan again [v] 

ETALONS AELNOST ETALON, optical instrument [n] 

TOLANES AELNOST TOLANE, tolan (chemical compound) [n] 

OLESTRA AELORST noncaloric fat substitute [n -S] 

LENTOID DEILNOT object shaped like lens [n -S] 

DINEROS DEINORS DINERO, former silver coin of Peru [n] 

INDORSE DEINORS to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ORDINES DEINORS ORDO, calendar of religious directions [n] 

ROSINED DEINORS ROSIN, to treat with rosin (brittle resin) [v] 

SORDINE DEINORS device used to muffle tone of musical instrument [n -S] 

EDITORS DEIORST EDITOR, one that edits (to correct and prepare for publication) [n] 

SORTIED DEIORST SORTIE, to attack suddenly from defensive position [v] 

STEROID DEIORST type of chemical compound [n -S] 

STORIED DEIORST STORY, to relate as story (account of event or series of events) [v] 

TRIODES DEIORST TRIODE, type of electron tube [n] 

NEROLIS EILNORS NEROLI, fragrant oil [n] 

ENTOILS EILNOST ENTOIL, to entrap (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

ONLIEST EILNOST only [adj] 

ESTRIOL EILORST estrogen (female sex hormone promoting or producing estrus) [n -S] 

LOITERS EILORST LOITER, to stand idly about [v] 

TOILERS EILORST TOILER, one that toils (to work strenuously) [n] 

CERATIN ACEINRT keratin (fibrous protein) [n -S] 

CERTAIN ACEINRT absolutely confident [adj -ER, -EST] 

CREATIN ACEINRT creatine (chemical compound) [n -S] 

TACRINE ACEINRT drug for treating Alzheimer's disease [n -S] 

HAIRNET AEHINRT net worn to keep hair in place [n -S] 

INEARTH AEHINRT to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THERIAN AEHINRT any of subclass of mammals [n -S] 

PAINTER AEINPRT one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n -S] 

PERTAIN AEINPRT to have reference or relation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPAINT AEINPRT to paint again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CODEINA ACDEINO codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n -S] 

CALORIE ACEILOR unit of heat [n -S] 

CARIOLE ACEILOR small, open carriage [n -S] 

COALIER ACEILOR COALY, containing coal [adj] 

LORICAE ACEILOR LORICA, protective covering or shell [n] 

ALOETIC ACEILOT ALOE, African plant [adj] 

ACINOSE ACEINOS ACINUS, small, saclike division of gland [adj] 

ORACIES ACEIORS ORACY, skill in oral expression and comprehension [n] 

SCORIAE ACEIORS SCORIA, refuse of smelted metal or ore [n] 

OPIATED ADEIOPT OPIATE, to treat with opium [v] 

AIRHOLE AEHILOR hole to let air in or out [n -S] 

OPALINE AEILNOP opaque white glass [n -S] 

PELORIA AEILOPR abnormal regularity of flower form [n -S] 

EPINAOS AEINOPS rear vestibule [n -OI] 

SENOPIA AEINOPS improvement of near vision [n -S] 
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SOAPIER AEIOPRS SOAPY, containing or resembling soap [adj] 

ATOPIES AEIOPST ATOPY, type of allergy (state of hypersensitive reaction to certain things) [n] 

OPIATES AEIOPST OPIATE, to treat with opium [v] 

ENACTOR ACENORT one that enacts (to make into law) [n -S] 

ANOTHER AEHNORT one more [adj] 

OPERANT AENOPRT one that operates (to perform function) [n -S] 

PRONATE AENOPRT to turn palm downward or backward [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PROTEAN AENOPRT type of protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

COINTER CEINORT to bury together [v -RRED, -RRING, -S] 

NOTICER CEINORT one that notices (to become aware of) [n -S] 

POINTER EINOPRT one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n -S] 

PROTEIN EINOPRT nitrogenous organic compound [n -S] 

REPOINT EINOPRT to point again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TROPINE EINOPRT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

DENIALS ADEILNS DENIAL, act of denying (to declare to be untrue) [n] 

SNAILED ADEILNS SNAIL, to move slowly [v] 

DERAILS ADEILRS DERAIL, to run off rails of track [v] 

DIALERS ADEILRS DIALER, one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk) [n] 

REDIALS ADEILRS REDIAL, to dial again [v] 

DETAILS ADEILST DETAIL, to report with complete particulars [v] 

DILATES ADEILST DILATE, to make wider or larger [v] 

DARNEST ADENRST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

STANDER ADENRST one that stands (to assume or maintain upright position) [n -S] 

ANTLERS AELNRST ANTLER, horn of animal of deer family [n] 

RENTALS AELNRST RENTAL, amount paid or collected as rent [n] 

SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S] 

STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum (long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates) [adj] 

TENDRIL DEILNRT leafless organ of climbing plants [n -S] 

TRINDLE DEILNRT to trundle (to propel by causing to rotate) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TINDERS DEINRST TINDER, readily combustible material [n] 

LINTERS EILNRST LINTER, machine for removing fibers from cotton seeds [n] 

ORDINAL ADILNOR number designating position in series [n -S] 

DILATOR ADILORT one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DONAIRS ADINORS DONAIR, sliced lamb rolled in pita bread [n] 

INROADS ADINORS INROAD, hostile invasion [n] 

ORDAINS ADINORS ORDAIN, to invest with holy authority [v] 

SADIRON ADINORS heavy flatiron [n -S] 

LATINOS AILNOST LATINO, Latin American [n] 

TALIONS AILNOST TALION, retaliation for crime [n] 

ORALIST AILORST advocate of oralism [n -S] 

RIALTOS AILORST RIALTO, marketplace [n] 

TAILORS AILORST TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

LOADERS ADELORS LOADER, one that loads (to place in or on means of conveyance) [n] 

ORDEALS ADELORS ORDEAL, severely difficult or painful experience [n] 

RELOADS ADELORS RELOAD, to load again [v] 

SOLATED ADELOST SOLATE, to change to fluid colloidal system [v] 
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INDOLES DEILNOS INDOLE, chemical compound [n] 

SOLDIER DEILORS to perform military service [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOLIDER DEILORS SOLID, having definite shape and volume [adj] 

RODENTS DENORST RODENT, gnawing mammal [n] 

SNORTED DENORST SNORT, to exhale noisily through nostrils [v] 

LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj] 

CAIRNED ACDEINR CAIRN, mound of stones set up as memorial [adj] 

DANCIER ACDEINR DANCEY, suitable for dancing [adj] 

CARLINE ACEILNR carling (beam supporting ship's deck) [n -S] 

ARTICLE ACEILRT to charge with specific offenses [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RECITAL ACEILRT detailed account [n -S] 

TALCIER ACEILRT TALCY, TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

ARCSINE ACEINRS inverse function to sine [n -S] 

ARSENIC ACEINRS metallic element [n -S] 

CARNIES ACEINRS CARNIE, carny (carnival (traveling amusement show)) [n] / CARNY [n] 

ACETINS ACEINST ACETIN, chemical compound [n] 

CINEAST ACEINST devotee of motion pictures [n -S] 

ATRESIC ACEIRST ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [adj] 

CRISTAE ACEIRST CRISTA, part of cell [n] 

RACIEST ACEIRST RACY, bordering on impropriety or indecency [adj] 

STEARIC ACEIRST STEARIN, solid portion of fat [adj] 

HANDIER ADEHINR HANDY, convenient for handling [adj] 

AIRTHED ADEHIRT AIRTH, to airt (to guide (to show way to)) [v] 

PARDINE ADEINPR pertaining to leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [adj] 

DEPAINT ADEINPT to depict (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAINTED ADEINPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] 

PATINED ADEINPT PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

DIPTERA ADEIPRT DIPTERON, dipteran (two-winged fly) [n] 

PARTIED ADEIPRT PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PIRATED ADEIPRT PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

HERNIAL AEHILNR HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [adj] 

INHALER AEHILNR one that inhales (to take into lungs) [n -S] 

LATHIER AEHILRT LATHY, long and slender [adj] 

HERNIAS AEHINRS HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [n] 

NEARISH AEHINRS NEAR, situated within short distance [adj] 

SHEITAN AEHINST shaitan (evil spirit) [n -S] 

STHENIA AEHINST excessive energy [n -S] 

HASTIER AEHIRST HASTY, speedy (swift (moving with great rate of motion)) [adj] 

PLAINER AEILNPR PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PRALINE AEILNPR confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n -S] 

PANTILE AEILNPT roofing tile [n -S] 

PLAITER AEILPRT one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n -S] 

PLATIER AEILPRT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PANIERS AEINPRS PANIER, pannier (large basket) [n] 

RAPINES AEINPRS RAPINE, taking of property by force [n] 

PANTIES AEINPST PANTIE, woman's or child's undergarment [n] / PANTY n] 
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PATINES AEINPST PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

SAPIENT AEINPST wise person [n -S] 

SPINATE AEINPST bearing thorns [adj] 

PARTIES AEIPRST PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PASTIER AEIPRST PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PIASTER AEIPRST monetary unit of several Arab countries [n -S] 

PIASTRE AEIPRST piaster (monetary unit of several Arab countries) [n -S] 

PIRATES AEIPRST PIRATE, to commit piracy [v] 

PRATIES AEIPRST PRATIE, potato (edible tuber of cultivated plant) [n] 

TRAIPSE AEIPRST to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CAROTIN ACINORT carotene (plant pigment) [n -S] 

CORTINA ACINORT membrane on some mushrooms [n -S] 

ATROPIN AINOPRT atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n -S] 

COADIES ACDEIOS COADY, sauce made from molasses [n] 

CODEIAS ACDEIOS CODEIA, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

CELOSIA ACEILOS flowering plant [n -S] 

OEDIPAL ADEILOP pertaining to libidinal feelings in child toward parent of opposite sex [adj] 

ADIPOSE ADEIOPS animal fat [n -S] 

ACORNED ACDENOR ACORN, fruit of oak tree [adj] 

TACNODE ACDENOT point of contact between two curves [n -S] 

CORDATE ACDEORT heart-shaped [adj] 

REDCOAT ACDEORT British soldier during American Revolution [n -S] 

CORNEAL ACELNOR CORNEA, part of eye [adj] 

LACTONE ACELNOT any of group of esters [n -S] 

CROTALE ACELORT small cymbal [n -S] 

LOCATER ACELORT one that locates (to determine position of) [n -S] 

CANOERS ACENORS CANOER, one who canoes [n] 

COARSEN ACENORS to make coarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORNEAS ACENORS CORNEA, part of eye [n] 

NARCOSE ACENORS characterized by stupor [adj] 

OCTANES ACENOST OCTANE, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

COASTER ACEORST sled [n -S] 

COATERS ACEORST COATER, one that coats (to cover with coat (outer garment)) [n] 

RECOATS ACEORST RECOAT, to coat again [v] 

APRONED ADENOPR APRON, to provide with apron (garment worn to protect one's clothing) [v] 

OPERAND ADENOPR quantity on which mathematical operation is performed [n -S] 

PADRONE ADENOPR master or boss [n -S, NI] 

PANDORE ADENOPR bandore (ancient lute) [n -S] 

NOTEPAD ADENOPT number of sheets of paper glued together at one end [n -S] 

ADOPTER ADEOPRT one that adopts (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

READOPT ADEOPRT to adopt again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ANETHOL AEHLNOT anethole (chemical compound) [n -S] 

ETHANOL AEHLNOT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 

LOATHER AEHLORT one that loathes (to detest greatly) [n -S] 

RATHOLE AEHLORT hole made by rat [n -S] 

HOARSEN AEHNORS to make hoarse [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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SENHORA AEHNORS married Portuguese or Brazilian woman [n -S] 

EARSHOT AEHORST range within which sound can be heard [n -S] 

POLENTA AELNOPT thick mush of cornmeal [n -S] 

PROLATE AELOPRT extended lengthwise [adj] 

PERSONA AENOPRS character in literary work [n -E, -S] / public role that person assumes [n -S] 

TEOPANS AENOPST TEOPAN, teocalli (Aztec temple) [n] 

ESPARTO AEOPRST perennial grass [n -S] 

PROTEAS AEOPRST PROTEA, evergreen shrub [n] 

SEAPORT AEOPRST harbor or town accessible to seagoing ships [n -S] 

CTENOID CDEINOT comblike (resembling comb) [adj] 

DEONTIC CDEINOT pertaining to moral obligation [adj] 

NOTICED CDEINOT NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

CORDITE CDEIORT explosive powder [n -S] 

LECTION CEILNOT portion of sacred writing read in church service [n -S] 

COINERS CEINORS COINER, one that coins (to make coins (metal currency)) [n] 

CRONIES CEINORS CRONY, close friend [n] 

ORCEINS CEINORS ORCEIN, reddish brown dye [n] 

RECOINS CEINORS RECOIN, to coin again [v] 

NOTICES CEINOST NOTICE, to become aware of [v] 

SECTION CEINOST to divide into sections (distinct parts) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EROTICS CEIORST EROTIC, amatory poem [n] 

HORDEIN DEHINOR simple protein [n -S] 

THEROID DEHIORT resembling beast (animal (living organism typically capable of voluntary motion and sensation)) [adj] 

POINTED DEINOPT POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

DIOPTER DEIOPRT measure of refractive power [n -S] 

DIOPTRE DEIOPRT diopter (measure of refractive power) [n -S] 

PERIDOT DEIOPRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PROTEID DEIOPRT protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n -S] 

HOTLINE EHILNOT direct communications system for immediate contact [n -S] 

NEOLITH EHILNOT ancient stone implement [n -S] 

HEROINS EHINORS HEROIN, addictive narcotic [n] 

INSHORE EHINORS near shore [adj] 

ETHIONS EHINOST ETHION, pesticide [n] 

HISTONE EHINOST simple protein [n -S] 

HERIOTS EHIORST HERIOT, feudal tribute or payment [n] 

HOISTER EHIORST one that hoists (to haul up by some mechanical means) [n -S] 

SHORTIE EHIORST shorty (one that is short) [n -S] 

PROLINE EILNOPR amino acid [n -S] 

POTLINE EILNOPT row of electrolytic cells [n -S] 

TOPLINE EILNOPT outline of top of animal's body [n -S] 

POITREL EILOPRT peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n -S] 

POLITER EILOPRT POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

ORPINES EINOPRS ORPINE, perennial herb [n] 

PINTOES EINOPST PINTO, spotted horse [n] 

POINTES EINOPST POINTE, ballet position [n] 

PROSTIE EIOPRST prostitute [n -S] 
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REPOSIT EIOPRST to put away [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RIPOSTE EIOPRST to make return thrust in fencing [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ROPIEST EIOPRST ROPEY, ropy (resembling rope or ropes) [adj] / ROPY adj] 

RATLINS AILNRST RATLIN, ratline (one of ropes forming steps of ship's rope ladder) [n] 

DARNELS ADELNRS DARNEL, annual grass [n] 

LANDERS ADELNRS LANDER, one that lands (to set down upon land (solid ground)) [n] 

RELANDS ADELNRS RELAND, to land again [v] 

SLANDER ADELNRS to defame (to attack good name of) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNARLED ADELNRS SNARL, to growl viciously [v] 

DENTALS ADELNST DENTAL, dentally produced sound [n] 

SLANTED ADELNST SLANT, to deviate from horizontal or vertical [v] 

DARTLES ADELRST DARTLE, to dart repeatedly [v] 

DENTILS DEILNST DENTIL, small rectangular block [n] 

LADINOS ADILNOS LADINO, fast-growing clover [n] 

TROLAND ADLNORT unit of measurement of retinal response to light [n -S] 

NOSTRIL ILNORST external opening of nose [n -S] 

ACHIOTE ACEHIOT yellowish red dye [n -S] 

APNOEIC ACEINOP APNOEA, apnea (temporary cessation of respiration) [adj] 

PAEONIC ACEINOP PAEON, metrical foot of four syllables [adj] 

ECTOPIA ACEIOPT congenital displacement of parts or organs [n -S] 

RONDELS DELNORS RONDEL, rondeau of 14 lines [n] 

OLDSTER DELORST old person [n -S] 

INLACED ACDEILN INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

DECRIAL ACDEILR act of decrying (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n -S] 

RADICEL ACDEILR rootlet (small root) [n -S] 

RADICLE ACDEILR part of plant embryo [n -S] 

CITADEL ACDEILT fortress or stronghold [n -S] 

DELTAIC ACDEILT DELTA, alluvial deposit at mouth of river [adj] 

DIALECT ACDEILT regional variety of language [n -S] 

EDICTAL ACDEILT EDICT, authoritative order having force of law [adj] 

CANDIES ACDEINS CANDY, to coat with sugar [v] 

INCASED ACDEINS INCASE, to encase (to enclose in case) [v] 

RADICES ACDEIRS RADIX, root of plant [n] 

SIDECAR ACDEIRS passenger car attached to motorcycle [n -S] 

DACITES ACDEIST DACITE, light gray rock [n] 

INLACES ACEILNS INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

SANICLE ACEILNS medicinal herb [n -S] 

SCALENI ACEILNS SCALENUS, muscle of neck [n] 

CLARIES ACEILRS CLARY, aromatic herb [n] 

ECLAIRS ACEILRS ECLAIR, type of pastry (sweet baked food) [n] 

SCALIER ACEILRS SCALY, peeling off in flakes [adj] 

ELASTIC ACEILST stretchable material [n -S] 

LACIEST ACEILST LACEY, lacy (resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric)) [adj] / LACY [adj] 

LATICES ACEILST LATEX, milky liquid of certain plants [n] 

INHALED ADEHILN INHALE, to take into lungs [v] 

AIRSHED ADEHIRS air supply of given region [n -S] 
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DASHIER ADEHIRS DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DEHAIRS ADEHIRS DEHAIR, to remove hair from [v] 

HARDIES ADEHIRS HARDY, blacksmith's chisel [n] 

SHADIER ADEHIRS SHADY, shaded [adj] 

PLAINED ADEILNP PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

LIPREAD ADEILPR to understand spoken words by interpreting lip movements of speaker [n] / to understand spoken words by interpreting lip movements of speaker [v LIPREAD, -ING, -S] 

PREDIAL ADEILPR praedial (pertaining to land) [adj] 

PLAITED ADEILPT PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] 

TALIPED ADEILPT person afflicted with clubfoot [n -S] 

PANDIES ADEINPS PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

ASPIRED ADEIPRS ASPIRE, to have earnest desire or ambition [v] 

DESPAIR ADEIPRS to lose all hope [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIAPERS ADEIPRS DIAPER, to put diaper (baby's breechcloth) on [v] 

PRAISED ADEIPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

INHALES AEHILNS INHALE, to take into lungs [v] 

HAILERS AEHILRS HAILER, one that hails (to welcome (to greet cordially)) [n] 

HALIERS AEHILRS HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

SHALIER AEHILRS SHALEY, shaly (resembling shale (fissile rock)) [adj] / SHALY [adj] 

HALITES AEHILST HALITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

HELIAST AEHILST Athenian judge [n -S] 

ALPINES AEILNPS ALPINE, plant native to high mountain regions [n] 

PINEALS AEILNPS PINEAL, gland in brain [n] 

SPANIEL AEILNPS dog with silky hair [n -S] 

SPLENIA AEILNPS SPLENIUM, surgical bandage [n] 

PALSIER AEILPRS PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

APLITES AEILPST APLITE, fine-grained rock [n] 

PALIEST AEILPST PALY, somewhat pale [adj] 

PLATIES AEILPST PLATY, small tropical fish [n] 

TALIPES AEILPST clubfoot (deformed foot) [n -S] 

TRANCED ACDENRT TRANCE, to put into trance (semiconscious state) [v] 

CENTRAL ACELNRT situated at, in, or near center [adj -ER, -EST] / telephone exchange [n -S] 

CANTERS ACENRST CANTER, to ride horse at moderate pace [v] 

CARNETS ACENRST CARNET, official permit [n] 

NECTARS ACENRST NECTAR, delicious drink [n] 

RECANTS ACENRST RECANT, to make formal retraction or disavowal of [v] 

SCANTER ACENRST SCANT, meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

TANRECS ACENRST TANREC, tenrec (mammal that feeds on insects) [n] 

TRANCES ACENRST TRANCE, to put into trance (semiconscious state) [v] 

ENTHRAL AEHLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

ANTHERS AEHNRST ANTHER, pollen-bearing part of stamen [n] 

THENARS AEHNRST THENAR, palm of hand [n] 

PLANTER AELNPRT one that plants (to place in ground for growing) [n -S] 

REPLANT AELNPRT to plant again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ARPENTS AENPRST ARPENT, old French unit of area [n] 

ENTRAPS AENPRST ENTRAP, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

PARENTS AENPRST PARENT, to exercise functions of parent (father or mother) [v] 
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PASTERN AENPRST part of horse's foot [n -S] 

TREPANS AENPRST TREPAN, to trephine (to operate on with surgical saw) [v] 

CISTERN CEINRST water tank [n -S] 

CRETINS CEINRST CRETIN, idiot (mentally deficient person) [n] 

PRINTED DEINPRT PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface [v] 

HINTERS EHINRST HINTER, one that hints (to suggest indirectly) [n] 

PTERINS EINPRST PTERIN, chemical compound [n] 

CAROTID ACDIORT artery in neck [n -S] 

CLARION ACILNOR to proclaim by blowing medieval trumpet [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RACINOS ACINORS RACINO, racetrack at which slot machines are available [n] 

ACTIONS ACINOST ACTION, to bring lawsuit against [v] 

ATONICS ACINOST ATONIC, unaccented syllable or word [n] 

CATIONS ACINOST CATION, positively charged ion [n] 

ANTHOID ADHINOT resembling flower [adj] 

PADRONI ADINOPR PADRONE, master or boss [n] 

PONIARD ADINOPR to stab with dagger [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINTADO ADINOPT large food fish [n -ES, -S] 

PAROTID ADIOPRT salivary gland [n -S] 

AIRSHOT AHIORST aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n -S] 

SHORTIA AHIORST perennial herb [n -S] 

THORIAS AHIORST THORIA, oxide of thorium [n] 

SOPRANI AINOPRS SOPRANO, highest singing voice [n] 

AIRPOST AIOPRST system of conveying mail by airplane [n -S] 

ALDRINS ADILNRS ALDRIN, insecticide [n] 

CELADON ACDELNO pale green color [n -S] 

CAROLED ACDELOR CAROL, to sing joyously [v] 

LOCATED ACDELOT LOCATE, to determine position of [v] 

ACNODES ACDENOS ACNODE, element of mathematical set that is isolated from other elements [n] 

DEACONS ACDENOS DEACON, to read hymn aloud [v] 

COASTED ACDEOST COAST, to slide down hill [v] 

SECONAL ACELNOS trademark [n -S] 

CLAROES ACELORS CLARO, mild cigar [n] 

COALERS ACELORS COALER, one that supplies coal [n] 

ESCOLAR ACELORS food fish [n -S] 

ORACLES ACELORS ORACLE, person through whom deity is believed to speak [n] 

RECOALS ACELORS RECOAL, to coal again [v] 

SOLACER ACELORS one that solaces (to console (to comfort)) [n -S] 

LACTOSE ACELOST lactic sugar [n -S] 

LOCATES ACELOST LOCATE, to determine position of [v] 

TALCOSE ACELOST TALC, to treat with talc (soft mineral with soapy texture) [adj] 

LOATHED ADEHLOT LOATHE, to detest greatly [v] 

LEOPARD ADELOPR large, carnivorous feline mammal [n -S] 

PAROLED ADELOPR PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

PRELOAD ADELOPR to load beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TADPOLE ADELOPT aquatic larva of amphibian [n -S] 

DAPSONE ADENOPS medicinal substance [n -S] 
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PODESTA ADEOPST Italian magistrate [n -S] 

ENHALOS AEHLNOS ENHALO, to surround with halo [v] 

SHOALER AEHLORS SHOAL, shallow (having little depth) [adj] 

LOATHES AEHLOST LOATHE, to detest greatly [v] 

ESPANOL AELNOPS native of Spain [n -S] 

NOPALES AELNOPS NOPAL, cactus of Mexico and Central America [n] 

PAROLES AELOPRS PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

REPOSAL AELOPRS act of reposing (to lie at rest) [n -S] 

APOSTLE AELOPST disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n -S] 

PELOTAS AELOPST PELOTA, court game of Spanish origin [n] 

CODEINS CDEINOS CODEIN, codeine (narcotic alkaloid) [n] 

SECONDI CDEINOS SECONDO, lower part in piano duet [n] 

CESTOID CDEIOST cestode (tapeworm (parasitic worm)) [n -S] 

COEDITS CDEIOST COEDIT, to edit with another person [v] 

CINEOLS CEILNOS CINEOL, liquid used as antiseptic [n] 

INCLOSE CEILNOS to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COILERS CEILORS COILER, one that coils (to wind in even rings) [n] 

RECOILS CEILORS RECOIL, to draw back in fear or disgust [v] 

CITOLES CEILOST CITOLE, citola (cittern (pear-shaped guitar)) [n] 

LITHOED DEHILOT LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

HOIDENS DEHINOS HOIDEN, to hoyden (to act like tomboy) [v] 

HOISTED DEHIOST HOIST, to haul up by some mechanical means [v] 

LEPORID DEILOPR gnawing mammal [n -E, -S] 

PILOTED DEILOPT PILOT, to control course of [v] 

PERIODS DEIOPRS PERIOD, portion of time [n] 

DEPOSIT DEIOPST to place (to set in particular position) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DOPIEST DEIOPST DOPEY, lethargic; stupid [adj] / DOPY [adj] 

PODITES DEIOPST PODITE, limb segment of arthropod [n] 

POSITED DEIOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

SOPITED DEIOPST SOPITE, to put to sleep [v] 

TOPSIDE DEIOPST upper portion of ship [n -S] 

EOLITHS EHILOST EOLITH, prehistoric stone tool [n] 

HOLIEST EHILOST HOLY, having divine nature or origin [adj] 

HOSTILE EHILOST unfriendly person [n -S] 

LITHOES EHILOST LITHO, to make prints by lithography [v] 

EPSILON EILNOPS Greek letter [n -S] 

PINOLES EILNOPS PINOLE, finely ground flour [n] 

SPOILER EILOPRS one that spoils (to impair value or quality of) [n -S] 

PIOLETS EILOPST PIOLET, ice ax [n] 

PISTOLE EILOPST formerly used European gold coin [n -S] 

CORNETS CENORST CORNET, trumpetlike instrument [n] 

CRETONS CENORST spread of shredded pork and onions [n -S] 

THORNED DEHNORT THORN, to prick with thorn (sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

THRONED DEHNORT THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

PORTEND DENOPRT to serve as omen of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTEND DENOPRT to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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HORNETS EHNORST HORNET, stinging insect [n] 

SHORTEN EHNORST to make or become shorter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THRONES EHNORST THRONE, to place on throne (royal chair) [v] 

POSTERN ENOPRST rear door or gate [n -S] 

PRONEST ENOPRST PRONE, lying with front or face downward [adj] 

ARCHINE ACEHINR Russian unit of linear measure [n -S] 

CHAINER ACEHINR chainman (surveyor's assistant who uses measuring chain) [n -S] 

THERIAC ACEHIRT molasses (thick syrup) [n -S] 

CAPRINE ACEINPR capric (pertaining to goat (horned mammal)) [adj] 

PICANTE ACEINPT prepared with spicy sauce [adj] 

PARETIC ACEIPRT one affected with paresis [n -S] 

PICRATE ACEIPRT chemical salt [n -S] 

HEPARIN AEHINPR biochemical [n -S] 

LADRONS ADLNORS LADRON, ladrone (thief (one that steals (steal))) [n] 

LARDONS ADLNORS LARDON, thin slice of bacon or pork [n] 

DALTONS ADLNOST DALTON, unit of atomic mass [n] 

SANDLOT ADLNOST vacant lot [n -S] 

NARCIST ACINRST one given to narcism [n -S] 

INTHRAL AHILNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -LLED, -LLING, -S] 

TARNISH AHINRST to dull luster of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPIRANT AINPRST speech sound produced by forcing of breath through narrow passage [n -S] 

PATONCE ACENOPT having arms broaden from center and end in three-pointed lobes -- used of heraldic cross [adj] 

PHAETON AEHNOPT light carriage [n -S] 

PHONATE AEHNOPT to produce speech sounds [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PHORATE AEHOPRT insecticide [n -S] 

CHORINE CEHINOR chorus girl [n -S] 

PORCINE CEINOPR pertaining to swine (contemptible person) [adj] 

ENTOPIC CEINOPT situated in normal place [adj] 

NEPOTIC CEINOPT NEPOTISM, favoritism shown to relative [adj] 

PHONIER EHINOPR PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

HALIDES ADEHILS HALIDE, chemical compound [n] 

ALIPEDS ADEILPS ALIPED, animal having membrane connecting toes [n] 

ELAPIDS ADEILPS ELAPID, venomous snake [n] 

LAPIDES ADEILPS LAPIS, semiprecious stone [n] 

PALSIED ADEILPS PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PLEIADS ADEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

CANDLER ACDELNR one that candles (to examine eggs in front of light) [n -S] 

DANCERS ACDENRS DANCER, one that dances (to move rhythmically to music) [n] 

DECANTS ACDENST DECANT, to pour from one container into another [v] 

DESCANT ACDENST to sing counterpoint to melody [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCANTED ACDENST SCANT, to provide with meager portion [v] 

REDACTS ACDERST REDACT, to prepare for publication [v] 

SCARTED ACDERST SCART, to scratch (to make thin, shallow cut or mark on) [v] 

LANCERS ACELNRS LANCER, cavalryman armed with lance [n] 

CANTLES ACELNST CANTLE, rear part of saddle [n] 

CENTALS ACELNST CENTAL, unit of weight [n] 
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LANCETS ACELNST LANCET, narrow, pointed arch [n] 

CARTELS ACELRST CARTEL, business organization [n] 

CLARETS ACELRST CLARET, dry red wine [n] 

CRESTAL ACELRST pertaining to crest [adj] 

SCARLET ACELRST red color [n -S] 

HANDLER ADEHLNR one that handles (to touch with hands) [n -S] 

HANDERS ADEHNRS HANDER, one that hands (to present with hand (end of forearm)) [n] 

HARDENS ADEHNRS HARDEN, to make hard [v] 

HANDSET ADEHNST type of telephone [n -S] 

DEARTHS ADEHRST DEARTH, scarcity (quality of being scarce (infrequently seen or found)) [n] 

HARDEST ADEHRST HARD, firm and unyielding [adj] 

HARDSET ADEHRST rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh) [adj] 

HATREDS ADEHRST HATRED, intense dislike or aversion [n] 

THREADS ADEHRST THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 

TRASHED ADEHRST TRASH, to free from trash (worthless or waste matter) [v] 

PLANTED ADELNPT PLANT, to place in ground for growing [v] 

PANDERS ADENPRS PANDER, to provide gratification for others' desires [v] 

PEDANTS ADENPST PEDANT, one who flaunts his knowledge [n] 

PENTADS ADENPST PENTAD, group of five [n] 

DEPARTS ADEPRST DEPART, to go away [v] 

PETARDS ADEPRST PETARD, explosive device [n] 

HANTLES AEHLNST HANTLE, large amount [n] 

HALTERS AEHLRST HALTER, to put restraint upon [v] 

HARSLET AEHLRST haslet (edible viscera of animal) [n -S] 

LATHERS AEHLRST LATHER, to cover with lather (light foam) [v] 

SLATHER AEHLRST to spread thickly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THALERS AEHLRST THALER, taler (formerly used German coin) [n] 

PLANERS AELNPRS PLANER, one that planes (to make smooth or even) [n] 

REPLANS AELNPRS REPLAN, to plan again [v] 

PLANETS AELNPST PLANET, celestial body [n] 

PLATENS AELNPST PLATEN, roller of typewriter [n] 

PALTERS AELPRST PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

PERSALT AELPRST chemical salt [n -S] 

PLASTER AELPRST to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLATERS AELPRST PLATER, one that plates (to coat with thin layer of metal) [n] 

PSALTER AELPRST book of psalms [n -S] 

STAPLER AELPRST stapling device [n -S] 

CINDERS CDEINRS CINDER, to reduce to cinders (ashes) [v] 

DISCERN CDEINRS to perceive (to become aware of through senses) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESCIND CDEINRS to annul (to make or declare void or invalid) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CREDITS CDEIRST CREDIT, to accept as true [v] 

DIRECTS CDEIRST DIRECT, to control or conduct affairs of [v] 

CLIENTS CEILNST CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [n] 

LECTINS CEILNST LECTIN, protein that binds to sugar molecule [n] 

STENCIL CEILNST to mark by means of perforated sheet of material [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

RELICTS CEILRST RELICT, organism surviving in changed environment [n] 
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THIRLED DEHILRT THIRL, to thrill (to excite greatly) [v] 

HINDERS DEHINRS HINDER, to impede (to obstruct progress of) [v] 

NERDISH DEHINRS NERD, socially inept person [adj] 

SHRINED DEHINRS SHRINE, to place in shrine (receptacle for sacred relics) [v] 

DITHERS DEHIRST DITHER, to act nervously or indecisively [v] 

SHIRTED DEHIRST SHIRT, garment for upper part of body [adj] 

TRIPLED DEILPRT TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

PINDERS DEINPRS PINDER, official who formerly impounded stray animals [n] 

DIPNETS DEINPST DIPNET, to scoop fish with type of net [v] 

STIPEND DEINPST fixed sum of money paid periodically [n -S] 

SPIRTED DEIPRST SPIRT, to spurt (to gush forth) [v] 

STRIPED DEIPRST STRIPE, to mark with stripes (long, distinct bands) [v] 

SLITHER EHILRST to slide from side to side [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PILSNER EILNPRS light beer [n -S] 

LEPTINS EILNPST LEPTIN, hormone released by fat cells [n] 

PINTLES EILNPST PINTLE, pin on which something turns [n] 

PLENIST EILNPST advocate of plenism [n -S] 

RESPLIT EILPRST to split again [v RESPLIT, -TTING, -S] 

TRIPLES EILPRST TRIPLE, to make three times as great [v] 

NODICAL ACDILNO pertaining to astronomical point [adj] 

CORDIAL ACDILOR liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

COTIDAL ACDILOT indicating coincidence of tides [adj] 

CARDIOS ACDIORS CARDIO, exercise involving heart and blood vessels [n] 

SARCOID ACDIORS disease of horses [n -S] 

DACOITS ACDIOST DACOIT, bandit in India [n] 

ALNICOS ACILNOS ALNICO, alloy containing aluminum, nickel, and cobalt [n] 

OILCANS ACILNOS OILCAN, can for applying lubricating oil [n] 

LORICAS ACILORS LORICA, protective covering or shell [n] 

CITOLAS ACILOST CITOLA, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

STOICAL ACILOST STOIC, one who is indifferent to pleasure or pain [adj] 

HAIRDOS ADHIORS HAIRDO, style of wearing hair [n] 

TOADISH ADHIOST resembling toad (tailless, jumping amphibian) [adj] 

DIPOLAR ADILOPR DIPOLE, pair of equal and opposite electric charges [adj] 

SPAROID ADIOPRS sparid (any of family of marine fishes) [n -S] 

SHINOLA AHILNOS trademark [n -S] 

APOSTIL AILOPST marginal note [n -S] 

TOPSAIL AILOPST sail of ship [n -S] 

CANTORS ACNORST CANTOR, religious singer [n] 

CARTONS ACNORST CARTON, to pack in cardboard box [v] 

CONTRAS ACNORST CONTRA, Nicaraguan revolutionary [n] 

CRATONS ACNORST CRATON, part of earth's crust [n] 

ALTHORN AHLNORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

ANTHROS AHNORST ANTHRO, anthropology [n] 

PARTONS ANOPRST PARTON, hypothetical atomic particle [n] 

PATRONS ANOPRST PATRON, regular customer [n] 

TARPONS ANOPRST TARPON, marine game fish [n] 
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CISTRON CINORST segment of DNA [n -S] 

CITRONS CINORST CITRON, lemonlike fruit [n] 

CORTINS CINORST CORTIN, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

HORNIST HINORST French horn player [n -S] 

TROPINS INOPRST TROPIN, tropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

COLEADS ACDELOS COLEAD, to lead jointly [v] 

SOLACED ACDELOS SOLACE, to console (to comfort (to soothe in time of grief)) [v] 

SHOALED ADEHLOS SHOAL, to become shallow [v] 

DEPOSAL ADELOPS act of deposing (to remove from office) [n -S] 

PEDALOS ADELOPS PEDALO, paddleboat powered by pedals [n] 

DESPOIL DEILOPS to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DIPLOES DEILOPS DIPLOE, bony tissue of cranium [n] 

DIPOLES DEILOPS DIPOLE, pair of equal and opposite electric charges [n] 

SPOILED DEILOPS SPOIL, to impair value or quality of [v] 

SCORNED CDENORS SCORN, to treat or regard with contempt [v] 

DOCENTS CDENOST DOCENT, college or university lecturer [n] 

CLONERS CELNORS CLONER, one that clones (to reproduce by asexual means) [n] 

CORNELS CELNORS CORNEL, hardwood tree or shrub [n] 

COLTERS CELORST COLTER, blade on plow [n] 

CORSLET CELORST corselet (piece of body armor) [n -S] 

COSTREL CELORST flask (narrow-necked container) [n -S] 

LECTORS CELORST LECTOR, reader of lessons in church service [n] 

DEHORNS DEHNORS DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DEHORTS DEHORST DEHORT, to try to dissuade [v] 

SHORTED DEHORST SHORT, to cause type of electrical malfunction in [v] 

DROPLET DELOPRT tiny drop [n -S] 

PRETOLD DELOPRT PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

PERNODS DENOPRS PERNOD, trademark [n] 

PONDERS DENOPRS PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

RESPOND DENOPRS to say or act in return [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEPORTS DEOPRST DEPORT, to expel from country [v] 

REDTOPS DEOPRST REDTOP, type of grass [n] 

SPORTED DEOPRST SPORT, to frolic (to play and run about merrily) [v] 

HOLSTER EHLORST to put in holster (case for pistol) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOSTLER EHLORST person who tends horses or mules [n -S] 

LEPTONS ELNOPST LEPTON, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

PETROLS ELOPRST PETROL, gasoline (liquid fuel) [n] 

REPLOTS ELOPRST REPLOT, to plot again [v] 

CHAINED ACDEHIN CHAIN, to bind with chain (series of connected rings) [v] 

ECHIDNA ACDEHIN spiny anteater [n -E, -S] 

CHAIRED ACDEHIR CHAIR, to install in office [v] 

PERACID ACDEIPR type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

CHARLIE ACEHILR fool [n -S] 

ETHICAL ACEHILT drug sold by prescription only [n -S] 

CHAINES ACEHINS CHAINE, series of ballet turns [n] 

CAHIERS ACEHIRS CAHIER, notebook (book in which to write) [n] 
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CASHIER ACEHIRS to dismiss in disgrace [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ACHIEST ACEHIST ACHY, aching [adj] 

AITCHES ACEHIST AITCH, letter H [n] 

CAPELIN ACEILNP small, edible fish [n -S] 

PANICLE ACEILNP loosely branched flower cluster [n -S] 

PELICAN ACEILNP large, web-footed bird [n -S] 

CALIPER ACEILPR to use type of measuring device [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPLICA ACEILPR close copy or reproduction [n -S] 

PLICATE ACEILPT pleated [adj] 

INSCAPE ACEINPS inner essential quality of something [n -S] 

SCRAPIE ACEIPRS disease of sheep [n -S] 

SPACIER ACEIPRS SPACEY, weird in behavior [adj] / SPACY [adj] 

ASEPTIC ACEIPST free from germs [adj] 

PACIEST ACEIPST PACEY, keeping fast pace (rate of speed) [adj] / PACY [adj] 

SPICATE ACEIPST SPICA, ear of grain [adj] 

HEADPIN ADEHINP bowling pin [n -S] 

PINHEAD ADEHINP head of pin [n -S] 

RAPHIDE ADEHIPR needle-shaped crystal occurring in plant cells [n -S] 

PITHEAD ADEHIPT mine entrance [n -S] 

HARELIP AEHILPR deformity of upper lip [n -S] 

HAPLITE AEHILPT aplite (fine-grained rock) [n -S] 

INPHASE AEHINPS having matching electrical phases [adj] 

HARPIES AEHIPRS HARPY, shrewish person [n] 

SHARPIE AEHIPRS very alert person [n -S] 

CHANTER ACEHNRT one that chants (to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

TRANCHE ACEHNRT portion [n -S] 

PANTHER AEHNPRT leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [n -S] 

CITHERN CEHINRT cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CITHREN CEHINRT cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CHARIOT ACHIORT to ride in chariot (type of cart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HARICOT ACHIORT seed of various string beans [n -S] 

CAPTION ACINOPT to provide with title [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PACTION ACINOPT pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n -S] 

APRICOT ACIOPRT edible fruit [n -S] 

APROTIC ACIOPRT being type of solvent [adj] 

PAROTIC ACIOPRT situated near ear [adj] 

TRICLAD ACDILRT aquatic flatworm [n -S] 

DISCANT ACDINST to descant (to sing counterpoint to melody) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DRASTIC ACDIRST extremely severe [adj] 

CARLINS ACILNRS CARLIN, old woman [n] 

CATLINS ACILNST CATLIN, catling (surgical knife) [n] 

TINCALS ACILNST TINCAL, crude borax [n] 

CITRALS ACILRST CITRAL, lemon flavoring [n] 

PANDITS ADINPST PANDIT, wise or learned man in India [n] 

SANDPIT ADINPST pit dug in sandy soil [n -S] 

DISPART ADIPRST to separate (to set or keep apart) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PLAINTS AILNPST PLAINT, complaint [n] 

ROACHED ACDEHOR ROACH, to cause to arch [v] 

CATHODE ACDEHOT negatively charged electrode [n -S] 

COAPTED ACDEOPT COAPT, to fit together and make fast [v] 

CHALONE ACEHLNO hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

CHOLERA ACEHLOR acute disease [n -S] 

CHORALE ACEHLOR hymn that is sung in unison [n -S] 

CHOREAL ACEHLOR CHOREA, nervous disorder [adj] 

CHOLATE ACEHLOT chemical salt [n -S] 

CHOREAS ACEHORS CHOREA, nervous disorder [n] 

OCHREAS ACEHORS OCHREA, ocrea (sheathing plant part) [n] 

ORACHES ACEHORS ORACH, cultivated plant [n] / ORACHE [n] 

ROACHES ACEHORS ROACH, to cause to arch [v] 

NOPLACE ACELNOP not in or at any place [adv] 

POLECAT ACELOPT carnivorous mammal [n -S] 

CAPOTES ACEOPST CAPOTE, hooded cloak or overcoat [n] 

TOECAPS ACEOPST TOECAP, covering for tip of shoe or boot [n] 

POTHEAD ADEHOPT one who smokes marijuana [n -S] 

EPHORAL AEHLOPR EPHOR, magistrate of ancient Greece [adj] 

TAPHOLE AEHLOPT hole in blast furnace [n -S] 

TEASHOP AEHOPST tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n -S] 

HEDONIC CDEHINO pertaining to pleasure [adj] 

CHOIRED CDEHIOR CHOIR, to sing in unison [v] 

PERCOID CDEIOPR any of large suborder of spiny-finned fishes [n -S] 

PICOTED CDEIOPT PICOT, to edge with ornamental loops [v] 

CHOLINE CEHILNO B vitamin [n -S] 

HELICON CEHILNO large bass tuba [n -S] 

COHEIRS CEHIORS COHEIR, joint heir [n] 

HEROICS CEHIORS HEROIC, epic verse [n] 

PINOCLE CEILNOP pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PLEONIC CEILNOP PLEON, abdomen of crustacean [adj] 

PELORIC CEILOPR PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

POLICER CEILOPR one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n -S] 

TOECLIP CEILOPT device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n -S] 

COPIERS CEIOPRS COPIER, one that copies (to imitate (to behave in same way as)) [n] 

POETICS CEIOPST poetic theory or practice [n POETICS] 

PHONIED DEHINOP PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PINHOLE EHILNOP small hole made by pin [n -S] 

HOPLITE EHILOPT foot soldier of ancient Greece [n -S] 

PHONIES EHINOPS PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

ROSEHIP EHIOPRS aggregate fruit of rose plant [n -S] 

OPHITES EHIOPST OPHITE, green mottled igneous rock [n] 

CHORTEN CEHNORT Tibetan shrine [n -S] 

NOTCHER CEHNORT one that notches (to make angular cut in) [n -S] 

CALENDS ACDELNS first day of Roman month [n CALENDS] 

CANDLES ACDELNS CANDLE, to examine eggs in front of light [v] 
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CRADLES ACDELRS CRADLE, to nurture during infancy [v] 

RECLADS ACDELRS RECLAD, RECLOTHE, to clothe again [v] 

CASTLED ACDELST CASTLE, to make certain move in chess [v] 

HANDLES ADEHLNS HANDLE, to touch with hands [v] 

HANDSEL ADEHLNS to give gift to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

HERALDS ADEHLRS HERALD, to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v] 

DALETHS ADEHLST DALETH, Hebrew letter [n] 

PEDLARS ADELPRS PEDLAR, peddler (one that peddles (to travel about selling wares)) [n] 

SPALTED ADELPST denoting wood having irregular lines resulting from fungal decay [adj] 

STAPLED ADELPST STAPLE, to fasten by means of U-shaped metal loop [v] 

CLERIDS CDEILRS CLERID, predatory beetle [n] 

DELICTS CDEILST DELICT, offense against civil law [n] 

HIRSLED DEHILRS HIRSLE, to slide along [v] 

SPINDLE DEILNPS to impale on slender rod [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SPLINED DEILNPS SPLINE, to provide with spline (key that connects two rotating mechanical parts) [v] 

HALOIDS ADHILOS HALOID, chemical salt [n] 

CALDRON ACDLNOR large kettle or boiler [n -S] 

CANDORS ACDNORS CANDOR, frankness; sincerity [n] 

CARDONS ACDNORS CARDON, cardoon (perennial plant) [n] 

DACRONS ACDNORS DACRON, trademark [n] 

COSTARD ACDORST large cooking apple [n -S] 

COLTANS ACLNOST COLTAN, black ore containing columbite and tantalite [n] 

SCROTAL ACLORST SCROTUM, pouch of skin that contains testes [adj] 

HADRONS ADHNORS HADRON, elementary particle [n] 

PARDONS ADNOPRS PARDON, to release from liability for offense [v] 

DOPANTS ADNOPST DOPANT, impurity added to pure substance [n] 

HARLOTS AHLORST HARLOT, prostitute [n] 

PROLANS ALNOPRS PROLAN, sex hormone [n] 

PATROLS ALOPRST PATROL, to pass through area for purposes of observation or security [v] 

PORTALS ALOPRST PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance [n] 

LICTORS CILORST LICTOR, magistrate's attendant in ancient Rome [n] 

DRONISH DHINORS habitually lazy [adj] 

DIPLONT DILNOPT organism having particular chromosomal structure [n -S] 

DISPORT DIOPRST to amuse oneself [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TORPIDS DIOPRST TORPID, racing boat [n] 

TRIPODS DIOPRST TRIPOD, stand having three legs [n] 

PONTILS ILNOPST PONTIL, punty (iron rod used in glassmaking) [n] 

CANTRIP ACINPRT magic spell [n -S] 

SCOLDER CDELORS one that scolds (to rebuke harshly) [n -S] 

COLDEST CDELOST COLD, having little or no warmth [adj] 

HONDLES DEHLNOS HONDLE, to haggle (to bargain (to discuss terms for selling or buying)) [v] 

HOLDERS DEHLORS HOLDER, one that holds (to maintain possession of) [n] 

POLDERS DELOPRS POLDER, tract of low land reclaimed from body of water [n] 

PRESOLD DELOPRS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

PLAICES ACEILPS PLAICE, European flatfish [n] 

SPECIAL ACEILPS of distinct kind or character [adj -ER, -EST] / special person or thing [n -S] 
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HELIPAD ADEHILP heliport (airport for helicopters) [n -S] 

APHIDES ADEHIPS APHIS, aphid (any of family of small, soft-bodied insects) [n] 

DIPHASE ADEHIPS having two phases [adj] 

ENDARCH ACDEHNR formed from center outward [adj] 

RANCHED ACDEHNR RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

CHANTED ACDEHNT CHANT, to sing (to utter with musical inflections of voice) [v] 

CHARTED ACDEHRT CHART, to map out [v] 

PRANCED ACDENPR PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PANDECT ACDENPT complete body of laws [n -S] 

CHARNEL ACEHLNR room where corpses are placed [n -S] 

LARCHEN ACEHLNR LARCH, coniferous tree [adj] 

TRACHLE ACEHLRT to draggle (to make wet and dirty) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RANCHES ACEHNRS RANCH, to work on ranch (establishment for raising livestock) [v] 

CHASTEN ACEHNST to chastise (to discipline by punishment) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHASTER ACEHRST CHASTE, morally pure [adj] 

RACHETS ACEHRST RACHET, ratchet (to increase or decrease by small amounts) [v] 

RATCHES ACEHRST RATCH, mechanism that allows motion in one direction only [n] 

PLECTRA ACELPRT PLECTRON, plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n] / PLECTRUM [n] 

PRANCES ACENPRS PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

CARPETS ACEPRST CARPET, to cover floor with heavy fabric [v] 

PREACTS ACEPRST PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PRECAST ACEPRST to cast before placing into position [v PRECAST, -ING, -S] 

SPECTRA ACEPRST SPECTRUM, array of components of light wave [n] 

SHARPEN AEHNPRS to make sharp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HAPTENS AEHNPST HAPTEN, substance similar to antigen [n] 

TEPHRAS AEHPRST TEPHRA, solid material ejected from volcano [n] 

THREAPS AEHPRST THREAP, to dispute (to argue about) [v] 

DITCHER CDEHIRT one that ditches (to dig long, narrow excavation in ground) [n -S] 

PREDICT CDEIPRT to tell of or about in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCHERS CEHINRS INCHER, something having specified number of inches [n] 

RICHENS CEHINRS RICHEN, to make rich [v] 

ETHNICS CEHINST ETHNIC, member of particular ethnos [n] 

STHENIC CEHINST STHENIA, excessive energy [adj] 

CITHERS CEHIRST CITHER, cittern (pear-shaped guitar) [n] 

RICHEST CEHIRST RICH, having wealth (great quantity of valuable material) [adj] 

CRISPEN CEINPRS to make crisp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINCERS CEINPRS PINCER, one of two pivoted parts of grasping tool [n] 

PRINCES CEINPRS PRINCE, non-reigning male member of royal family [n] 

INCEPTS CEINPST INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INSPECT CEINPST to look carefully at or over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PECTINS CEINPST PECTIN, carbohydrate derivative [n] 

TRICEPS CEIPRST TRICEP, triceps [n] / arm muscle [n -ES] 

PHILTER EHILPRT to put under spell of love potion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PHILTRE EHILPRT to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

HIPSTER EHIPRST one that is hip [n -S] 

PARODIC ACDIOPR comically imitative [adj] 
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PICADOR ACDIOPR horseman in bullfight [n -ES, -S] 

CHORIAL ACHILOR pertaining to chorion (embryonic membrane) [adj] 

ISOTACH ACHIOST line on map connecting points of equal wind velocity [n -S] 

CAPITOL ACILOPT building occupied by state legislature [n -S] 

COALPIT ACILOPT pit from which coal is obtained [n -S] 

OPTICAL ACILOPT pertaining to sight [adj] 

TOPICAL ACILOPT postage stamp in collection with designs relating to same subject [n -S] 

PICAROS ACIOPRS PICARO, vagabond [n] 

PROSAIC ACIOPRS pertaining to prose [adj] 

PSOATIC ACIOPST PSOAS, muscle of loin [adj] 

CHANTOR ACHNORT chanter (one that chants (to sing)) [n -S] 

CLADIST ACDILST taxonomist who uses clades in classifying life-forms [n -S] 

PLASTID ADILPST structure in plant cells [n -S] 

COHEADS ACDEHOS COHEAD, to head jointly [v] 

PEDOCAL ACDELOP type of soil [n -S] 

PEASCOD ACDEOPS peasecod (pea pod) [n -S] 

LOACHES ACEHLOS LOACH, freshwater fish [n] 

ESCALOP ACELOPS to escallop (to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHELOID CDEHILO keloid (scar caused by excessive growth of fibrous tissue) [n -S] 

POLICED CDEILOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLICES CEILOPS POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

NOTCHED CDEHNOT NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

TORCHED CDEHORT TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

CHOLENT CEHLNOT traditional Jewish stew [n -S] 

CHORTLE CEHLORT to chuckle with glee [v -D, -LING, -S] 

NOTCHES CEHNOST NOTCH, to make angular cut in [v] 

TECHNOS CEHNOST TECHNO, style of disco music [n] 

HECTORS CEHORST HECTOR, to bully (to treat abusively) [v] 

ROCHETS CEHORST ROCHET, linen vestment [n] 

ROTCHES CEHORST ROTCH, rotche (seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast)) [n] / ROTCHE [n] 

TOCHERS CEHORST TOCHER, to give dowry to [v] 

TORCHES CEHORST TORCH, to set on fire [v] 

TROCHES CEHORST TROCHE, medicated lozenge [n] 

CREPONS CENOPRS CREPON, crinkled fabric [n] 

COPTERS CEOPRST COPTER, helicopter [n] 

PROSECT CEOPRST to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PHONERS EHNOPRS PHONER, one who calls someone on telephone [n] 

POTHERS EHOPRST POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

STROPHE EHOPRST part of ancient Greek choral ode [n -S] 

THORPES EHOPRST THORPE, thorp (small village) [n] 

APHETIC ACEHIPT APHESIS, loss of unstressed vowel from beginning of word [adj] 

HEPATIC ACEHIPT drug acting on liver [n -S] 

HOLARDS ADHLORS HOLARD, total quantity of water in soil [n] 

CODLINS CDILNOS CODLIN, codling (unripe apple) [n] 

DOLTISH DHILOST DOLT, stupid person [adj] 

SHITCAN ACHINST offensive word [v -NNED, -NNING, -S] 
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CATNIPS ACINPST CATNIP, aromatic herb [n] 

PHILTRA AHILPRT PHILTRUM, indentation between upper lip and nose [n] 

HARPINS AHINPRS HARPIN, harping (wooden plank used in shipbuilding) [n] 

HATPINS AHINPST HATPIN, pin for securing hat [n] 

HARPIST AHIPRST one that plays harp [n -S] 

PANOCHE ACEHNOP panocha (coarse Mexican sugar) [n -S] 

POACHER ACEHOPR one that poaches (to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish) [n -S] 

CHOPINE CEHINOP type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

PHOCINE CEHINOP pertaining to seals [adj] 

POTICHE CEHIOPT type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n -S] 

LANCHED ACDEHLN LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

LATCHED ACDEHLT LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

CRASHED ACDEHRS CRASH, to collide noisily [v] 

ECHARDS ACDEHRS ECHARD, water in soil not available to plants [n] 

SCATHED ACDEHST SCATHE, to criticize severely [v] 

ENDCAPS ACDENPS ENDCAP, display of products at end of aisle in store [n] 

REDCAPS ACDEPRS REDCAP, porter [n] 

SCARPED ACDEPRS SCARP, to cut or make into steep slope [v] 

SCRAPED ACDEPRS SCRAPE, to rub so as to remove outer layer [v] 

LANCHES ACEHLNS LANCH, to haul boat over ice [v] 

CLASHER ACEHLRS one that clashes (to conflict or disagree) [n -S] 

LARCHES ACEHLRS LARCH, coniferous tree [n] 

CHALETS ACEHLST CHALET, Swiss cottage [n] 

LATCHES ACEHLST LATCH, to close with type of fastening device [v] 

SATCHEL ACEHLST small carrying bag [n -S] 

ENCLASP ACELNPS to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SPANCEL ACELNPS to bind or fetter with rope [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

CARPELS ACELPRS CARPEL, simple pistil [n] 

CLASPER ACELPRS one that clasps (to embrace tightly) [n -S] 

PARCELS ACELPRS PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PLACERS ACELPRS PLACER, one that places (to set in particular position) [n] 

RECLASP ACELPRS to clasp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCALPER ACELPRS one that scalps (to remove upper part from) [n -S] 

CAPLETS ACELPST CAPLET, coated tablet [n] 

PLACETS ACELPST PLACET, vote of assent [n] 

RALPHED ADEHLPR RALPH, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

DAPHNES ADEHNPS DAPHNE, flowering shrub [n] 

PHRASED ADEHPRS PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

SHARPED ADEHPRS SHARP, to raise in pitch, as musical tone [v] 

HEPTADS ADEHPST HEPTAD, group of seven [n] 

SPATHED ADEHPST SPATHE, leaflike organ of certain plants [adj] 

PLASHER AEHLPRS one that plashes (to weave together) [n -S] 

SPHERAL AEHLPRS of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere [adj] 

ELDRICH CDEHILR eldritch (weird (mysteriously strange)) [adj] 

LICHTED CDEHILT LICHT, to light (to illuminate) [v] 

CHINSED CDEHINS CHINSE, to fill seams in boat or cabin [v] 
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SCHNEID CDEHINS losing streak [n -S] 

CHIDERS CDEHIRS CHIDER, one that chides (to scold (to rebuke harshly)) [n] 

HERDICS CDEHIRS HERDIC, type of carriage (wheeled, horse-drawn vehicle) [n] 

DITCHES CDEHIST DITCH, to dig long, narrow excavation in ground [v] 

CRISPED CDEIPRS CRISP, to make crisp [v] 

PERCIDS CDEIPRS PERCID, freshwater fish of perch family [n] 

DEPICTS CDEIPST DEPICT, to portray (to represent pictorially) [v] 

DISCEPT CDEIPST to debate (to argue about) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LICHENS CEHILNS LICHEN, to cover with lichens (flowerless plants) [v] 

PENCILS CEILNPS PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

SPLENIC CEILNPS pertaining to spleen (ductless organ of body) [adj] 

SPLICER CEILPRS one that splices (to join at ends) [n -S] 

HIRPLED DEHILPR HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

PLENISH EHILNPS to fill up [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HIRPLES EHILPRS HIRPLE, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

PLACOID ACDILOP fish having platelike scales [n -S] 

LOCHIAS ACHILOS LOCHIA, vaginal discharge following childbirth [n] 

SCHOLIA ACHILOS SCHOLIUM, explanatory marginal note [n] 

HAPLOID ADHILOP cell having only one set of chromosomes [n -S] 

TROCHAL ACHLORT shaped like wheel [adj] 

ANCHORS ACHNORS ANCHOR, to secure by means of anchor (device for holding floating vessel in place) [v] 

ARCHONS ACHNORS ARCHON, magistrate of ancient Athens [n] 

RANCHOS ACHNORS RANCHO, ranch [n] 

CALTROP ACLOPRT spiny plant [n -S] 

CAPTORS ACOPRST CAPTOR, one who takes or holds captive [n] 

HARDTOP ADHOPRT type of car (automobile) [n -S] 

ALPHORN AHLNOPR wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n -S] 

HAPLONT AHLNOPT organism having particular chromosomal structure [n -S] 

NAPHTOL AHLNOPT naphthol (chemical compound) [n -S] 

ORPHANS AHNOPRS ORPHAN, to deprive of both parents [v] 

CHLORIN CHILNOR chlorine (gaseous element) [n -S] 

TROCHIL CHILORT African bird [n -I, -S] 

CRONISH CHINORS CRONE, withered old woman [adj] 

CHITONS CHINOST CHITON, tunic worn in ancient Greece [n] 

OSTRICH CHIORST large, flightless bird [n -ES] 

TROPICS CIOPRST TROPIC, either of two circles of celestial sphere on each side of equator [n] 

CLOTHED CDEHLOT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

CHOLERS CEHLORS CHOLER, anger [n] 

CLOTHES CEHLOST CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

PHENOLS EHLNOPS PHENOL, caustic compound [n] 

EDAPHIC ACDEHIP pertaining to soil [adj] 

CHAPTER ACEHPRT to divide book into chapters (main sections) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PATCHER ACEHPRT one that patches (to mend or cover hole or weak spot in) [n -S] 

REPATCH ACEHPRT to patch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

NEPHRIC CEHINPR renal (pertaining to kidneys (bodily organ)) [adj] 

PHRENIC CEHINPR pertaining to mind [adj] 
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PINCHER CEHINPR one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n -S] 

PITCHER CEHIPRT container for holding and pouring liquids [n -S] 

APHONIC ACHINOP one affected with aphonia [n -S] 

APHOTIC ACHIOPT lacking light [adj] 

ARCHILS ACHILRS ARCHIL, orchil (purple dye) [n] 

CARLISH ACHILRS resembling carl (peasant (person of inferior social rank)) [adj] 

CHITALS ACHILST CHITAL, Asian deer [n] 

CAPLINS ACILNPS CAPLIN, capelin (small, edible fish) [n] 

INCLASP ACILNPS to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLASTIC ACILPST any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials [n -S] 

DISHPAN ADHINPS pan for washing dishes [n -S] 

PLANISH AHILNPS to toughen and smooth by hammering lightly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POACHED ACDEHOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

EPOCHAL ACEHLOP EPOCH, particular period of time [adj] 

CHEAPOS ACEHOPS CHEAPO, cheapie (one that is cheap) [n] 

POACHES ACEHOPS POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

SHOEPAC ACEHOPS waterproof boot [n -S] 

HOSPICE CEHIOPS shelter [n -S] 

CLASHED ACDEHLS CLASH, to conflict or disagree [v] 

CLASPED ACDELPS CLASP, to embrace tightly [v] 

SCALPED ACDELPS SCALP, to remove upper part from [v] 

PLASHED ADEHLPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

CHIELDS CDEHILS CHIELD, young man [n] 

CHILDES CDEHILS CHILDE, youth of noble birth [n] 

SPLICED CDEILPS SPLICE, to join at ends [v] 

CHORDAL ACDHLOR pertaining to chord [adj] 

CHADORS ACDHORS CHADOR, large shawl [n] 

PODCAST ACDOPST to make program available in digital format for download over Internet [v PODCAST, -ED, -ING, -S] 

LOCHANS ACHLNOS LOCHAN, small lake [n] 

CHORALS ACHLORS CHORAL, chorale (hymn that is sung in unison) [n] 

SCHOLAR ACHLORS learned person [n -S] 

DASHPOT ADHOPST shock absorber [n -S] 

CHLORID CDHILOR chloride (chlorine compound) [n -S] 

ORCHIDS CDHIORS ORCHID, flowering plant [n] 

ORCHILS CHILORS ORCHIL, purple dye [n] 

COLTISH CHILOST COLT, young male horse [adj] 

DOLPHIN DHILNOP marine mammal [n -S] 

DONSHIP DHINOPS position of don (senior member of British university) [n -S] 

LITHOPS HILOPST succulent African plant [n LITHOPS] 

PARCHED ACDEHPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PATCHED ACDEHPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PLANCHE ACEHLNP planch (plank) [n -S] 

CHAPLET ACEHLPT wreath for head [n -S] 

PECHANS ACEHNPS PECHAN, stomach [n] 

EPARCHS ACEHPRS EPARCH, head of eparchy [n] 

PARCHES ACEHPRS PARCH, to make very dry [v] 
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HEPCATS ACEHPST HEPCAT, jazz enthusiast [n] 

PATCHES ACEHPST PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PINCHED CDEHINP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

CHIRPED CDEHIPR CHIRP, to utter short, shrill sound [v] 

PITCHED CDEHIPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

PINCHES CEHINPS PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

SPHENIC CEHINPS shaped like wedge [adj] 

CERIPHS CEHIPRS CERIPH, serif (fine line used to finish off main stroke of letter) [n] 

CIPHERS CEHIPRS CIPHER, to solve problems in arithmetic [v] 

SPHERIC CEHIPRS spheral (of, pertaining to, or having form of sphere) [adj] 

CHIPSET CEHIPST set of integrated circuits [n -S] 

PITCHES CEHIPST PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 

ISOPACH ACHIOPS isogram connecting points of equal thickness [n -S] 

TROPHIC CHIOPRT pertaining to nutrition [adj] 

PLINTHS HILNPST PLINTH, stone or slab upon which column or pedestal rests [n] 

PORCHED CDEHOPR PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [adj] 

PORCHES CEHOPRS PORCH, covered structure at entrance to building [n] 

COLDISH CDHILOS somewhat cold [adj] 

SPINACH ACHINPS cultivated herb [n -ES] 

SPATHIC ACHIPST sparry (resembling spar (lustrous mineral)) [adj] 

CHAPELS ACEHLPS CHAPEL, place of worship [n] 

DELPHIC CDEHILP ambiguous (uncertainty of meaning) [adj] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

POCHARD ACDHOPR sea duck [n -S] 

POTLACH ACHLOPT ceremonial feast [n -ES] 

CARHOPS ACHOPRS CARHOP, to serve customers at drive-in restaurant [v] 

COPRAHS ACHOPRS COPRAH, copra (dried coconut meat) [n] 

CHOPINS CHINOPS CHOPIN, chopine (type of shoe (covering for foot)) [n] 

PHONICS CHINOPS science of sound [n PHONICS] 

PHOTICS CHIOPST science of light [n PHOTICS] 

CALIPHS ACHILPS CALIPH, Muslim leader [n] 

SPLOTCH CHLOPST to mark with large, irregular spots [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 


